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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A golf practice mat from which golf balls may be 
driven wherein the upper surface of a resilient base mem 
ber contains grooves in which bristle carrying clamps are 
removably secured by transversely extending rods which 
pass through the clamps and upwardly extending base 
penetrating legs of a U-shaped plate which either is em 
bedded in the base member or abuts against a lower sur 
face thereof. Cavities are provided on the underside of 
the base member to provide a suction grip. 

This invention relates to improvements in a golf prac 
tice brush mat. 

Every golfer, professional or amateur, ñnds it impera 
tive to do a certain amount of practice driving with his 
woods and irons. This may be done on a standard golf 
course or at a special driving range set up for that pur 
pose. These latter facilities usually have some form of 
structure `whereon to set the golf balls. Often these are in 
the form of brush mats embedding an arrangement of 
bristles presenting an exposed surface somewhat simulat 
ing the turf of a standard course tee or fairway. In gen 
eral practice golf practice brush mats in use today have 
no provisions for fast on the spot repair by the owner of 
the golf practice range. Normally, the practice brush mat 
has to be returned to the manufacturer for repair and re 
placement. Also golf brush mats of this general type shifted 
when in use because the 'brush mat normally was only 
set into the normal rectangular opening in the rubber mat 
proper, thus easily displaced and requiring constant re 
positioning. It was to overcome these deficiencies that the 
present invention was conceived. 
The main objects of this invention are; to provide an 

improved and highly practical structure of brush mat sim 
ulating the turf on tees and/or fairways, of a standard 
golf course, for use in driving golf balls; to provide a 
brush mat of this kind wherein a planar element has rows 
of relatively stiff bristles firmly anchored thereto with the 
exposed upper ends of the bristles in a common plane par 
allel above the element; to provide an element of this kind 
formed with a plurality of cavities in the under face there 
of whereby the element upon being placed on a flat stable 
surface will acquire such a suction-like grip on the surface 
as to firmly ñx the position of the vbrush mat thereon dur 
ing its use and prevent movement of the mat; to provide 
improved means for securing the groups of bristles to the 
element which allow for facile replacement of deterio 
rated groups of bristles; to provide an element of this 
kind Which is structured from elastomeric substance such 
as rubber or one of its synthetic substitutes with a stabi 
lizing plate embedded therein; to provide in combination 
with a normal rubber golf mat having the usual rectan 
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gular opening for a brush mat, a brush mat having en 
larged perimetrical flanges set below the rubber mat and 
interiorly of the rectangular opening to prevent shifting 
of the brush mat when struck by a golf club; and to pro 
vide a golf-ball driving brush mat of this kind of such 
simple and practical structure as to make highly economi 
cal the manufacturing and marketing thereof and ex 
tremely gratifying the use thereof by any normal golfer. 
. In the adaptations shown in the accompanying draw 
ings; 
FIGURE 1 is a reduced-size perspective of a golf driv 

ing brush mat constructed in accordance with this inven 
tion; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged side elevation of the brush mat 
shown in FIG. l; 

FIG. 3 is a bottom plan view of the brush mat shown 
in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a further enlarged cross-sectional view taken 
on the line 4_4 of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a similarly enlarged cross-sectional View taken 
on the line 5_5 of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 2 but involving a mod 
ified means for securing the groups of bristles to the brush 
mat; 

FIG. 7 is a bottom view of the brush mat shown in 
FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken on the 
line 8_8 of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 9 is a similar cross-sectional View taken on the 
line 9_9 of FIG. 6; and 

FIG. l0 is an enlarged perspective of one of the 'brack 
ets used in the adaptation of FIGS. 7-9 for securing the 
groups of bristles to the brush mat. 

FIG. 1l is a perspective view, partly in section, illus 
trating the positioning of my brush mat in combination 
with a rubber golf mat. 
The essential concept of this invention involves a golf 

practice brush mat mounting a series of upwardly-dis 
posed groups of fairly-stable bristles to simulate the turf 
of conventional golf-course tees and/or fairways and 
which element has a series of elongated parallel grooves 
in its upper surface to snugly receive a bristle element 
and has a series of cavities formed in the under face there 
of for effecting a suction grip of the element to a ilat 
stable surface, and means for removably anchoring the 
bristles to the brush mat. 
A golf-driving 'brush mat embodying the foregoing 

concept comprises an element 11 including a one piece 
elongated rubber plate 17 having an upstanding elon 
gated integrally formed portion 16 containing a series of 
parallel grooves 19 therein for mounting the lower ends 
of a plurality of groups of bristles 12 anchored thereto 
by a plurality of rods 13 secured in place by upstanding 
apertured lugs 14 formed by upsetting portions of the 
stabilizing plate 15. The rods 13 are headed at one end 
and threaded at the other end. 
The element 11, as here shown, is molded from an 

elastomeric substance such as rubber or one of its syn 
thetic substitutes. As the drawings make clear, the ele 
ment preferably is of rectangular form. The upstanding 
portion 16 is of much greater thickness than the border 
ing portions 17 which have their upper perimetrical edges 
tapered as shown at 18. Of course the portions 16 and 
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17 are preferably molded in one piece with the plate 15 
molded therein. Such central thicker portion 16 has a 
series of grooves 19 formed therein parallel with the 
longer dimension of the element 11 and wherein the 
groups of bristles 12 are anchored. 
The bristles 12 are preferably of synthetic material. 

They are of a length that permits their being doubled 
over for securing by rods 21 in substantially U-shaped 
clamps 22 secured in the grooves 19 by the rods 13 span 
ning and anchored to the lugs 14, as will be described 
presently. The bristles 12 are of a length to extend a 
material distance above the element 11 with their ex 
posed ends lying substantially parallel with the plane of 
the element 11. Such an arrangement of these bristles 
tends to simulate the turf of a conventional well-kept 
standard golf course. 
A plurality of the rods 13-three are shown in the 

figures-extend transversely through the bristle clamps 
22 to secure them ñrmly in the grooves 19. It is under 
stood that the clamps 22 are apertured so that the aper 
tures are in alignment with the apertures in lugs 14 
whereby the rods 13 may be inserted therethrough to an 
chor the unit as a whole in firm relationship part to part. 

In the adaptation shown in FIGS. 6-10 the Ushaped 
anchoring members 20 are preferably narrow strap steel 
with the ends 24 upset normal to the main part thereof. 
These brackets 20 are of a length somewhat less than the 
lateral dimension of the central portion 16 of the ele 
ment 11. 
The stabilizing plate 1S in FIGS. 1-6 is preferably a 

comparatively thin but rigid piece o_f material, preferably 
metal. It is of a length and width larger than the respec 
tive perimeters of the upstanding portion 16, as shown in 
the several figures of each adaptation. 
The under face of this elastomeric element 11 is re 

cessed to form several parallel series of shallow cavities 
or pockets 25. These series extend longitudinally and 
transversely of the elements 11 over the greater area 
thereof. These pockets 25 perform the function of secur 
ing the brush mat firmly in position of any planar and 
stable base mounting. The reason for this is that the very 
weight of the brush mat, when placed on such a base 
mounting, tends to pressure most of the air from within 
these pockets. A slight pressure on the elements 11 would 
ensure most if not all of these pockets having substan 
tially all the air exhausted therefrom. Such a large num 
ber of suction-like spots ensure the brush .mat being held 
securely in use position, on a reasonably ñat surface, so 
that it can be removed only by deliberately lifting up one 
corner thereof to effect the successive release of these 
vacuum pockets. Hence, under these circumstances, once 
this brush mat is so placed in use position it will not 
normally be altered during the practice driving there 
from. When a person strikes the brush mat with his golf 
club, ‘when practicing the pressure, in the main, down 
wardly but also partially forwardly, thus the pockets 25 
being under this inñuence tends to prevent movement of 
the brush mat. 
The use of the brush mat, embodying the above-ex 

plained structural features, has many advantages. 
When the base mounting, whereon the brush mat is 

placed, is fairly planar the grip effected by even a few 
of the cavities or pockets 25 so stabilizes the brush mat 
that there is little likelihood of its being shifted out of 
position no matter how rough may be the treatment to 
which the rnat is subjected by a golf club hitting the brush 
rnat in normal usage. 

In the event there is a deterioration of any of the 
group of bristles 12 normally only from use, the replace 
ment of one or more in any row is effected easily. It 
only requires the removal of the nuts 26 on each of the 
three rods 13. This permits withdrawal of the rods 13 so 
as to allow one or more rows of bristles to be lifted out 
of their respective groove 19. One or more new rows of 
bristles 12 may be readily reinserted in the respective 
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4 
groove 19 and the rods 13 then may be reinserted and 
secured in place by the return of the nuts 26. Thus, one 
or more rows of bristles may be removed and replaced 
on the spot in a few minutes, instead of returning the 
brush mat tol manufacturer to do the same as is the pres 
cnt practice, thus shutting down the spot location for lack 
of a golf practice tee. 

In the present invention the perimeters of the border 
ing portions 17 of the brush mat are tapered as at 18 
and has additional advantage. If any edge of the border 
ing portion 1-7 of the brush mat should be struck by a 
swinging club or vby the foot, of one using the brush mat, 
the blow will be so deflected by the taper 18 as to make 
very unlikely any disturbance of the brush mat from its 
intended use position. 
The usual golf range mat 30 is normally provided with 

a rectangular opening 31 of about 5" by 20” into which 
the brush mat is inserted. These brush mats are readily 
and easily displaced since nothing anchors them to the 
golf range mat. However, to further prevent displacement, 
in the manner hereinbefore described, the brush mat of 
this invention is provided with the outwardly extending 
perimetrical flanges or bordering portions 17. Thus when 
the >brush mat of this invention is inserted through the 
opening 31 from the bottom of the range mat 30 part 
of the bottom areas of the range mat will lie on the upper 
face of bordering portions 17, thus securing the brush 
mat to prevent accidental displacement. 

It is to be understood that numerous details of this in 
vention may be altered or omitted without departing from 
the spirit of this invention as defined by the following 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. A golf-driving brush mat comprising a planar ele 

ment formed of elastomeric substance having a series of 
parallel grooves extending throughout one dimension of 
the element, a plurality of groups of doubled-over bristles, 
clamping means embracing each group of bristles and re 
movably seated in the respective grooves to expose free 
ends of the bristles in a common plane parallel above the 
element, a wire means positioned in each doubled-over 
group of bristles within each clamping means to retain 
each group of bristles in place, a U-shaped strap means 
having its opposite ends extending upward through the 
elastomeric base and disposed outwardly along the oppo 
site outermost grooves, a plurality of rods extending 
transversely of the grooves and through the bristle clamp 
ing means and the upstanding ends of the strap means 
to removably secure the groups of bristles in their respec 
tive grooves, the under face of the element being recessed 
to define a plurality of cavities for causing a suction grip 
to secure the mat against shifting, a stabilizing plate em~ 
bedded in the element intermediate the cavities and the 
grooves to maintain the planar form of the brush mat, 
and said U-shaped strap means being integrally connected 
to said plate. 

2. A golf-driving brush mat comprising a base com 
posed of resilient material, a plate member embedded in 
said base, said base having a plurality of elongated 
grooves opening from said plate member through the 
upper surface of said base, elongated clamps removably 
positioned in said grooves, said clamps having bottom 
walls presented to said plate member and opposite dis 
posed side walls, anchoring elements extending longitudi 
nally through said clamps, bristles folded within said 
clamps about said anchoring elements and gripped be 
tween the side walls of said clamps, longitudinally spaced 
upstanding lugs on said plate extending upward through 
said resilient base, each of said lugs having a perforation 
therein, said clamps having spaced perforations along their 
length, the perforations in said lugs and clamps being 
aligned with each other, removably secured rods extend~ 
ing through cooperating perforations in said lugs and 
clamps to anchor said bristles to said base, and the under 
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side of said base being provided with a series of cavities 
for causing a suction grip to secure the mat against 
shifting. 

3. A golf~driving brush mat comprising a base com 
posed of resilient material, said base having a plurality 
of elongated parallel grooves, elongated clamps removably 
positioned in said grooves, said clamps having bottom 
walls positioned in the bottom of said grooves and oppo 
sitely disposed side Walls, anchoring elements extending 
longitudinally through said clamps, bristles folded within 
said clamps about said anchoring elements and gripped 
between the side walls of said clamps, U-shaped strap 
members extending across the underside of said base nor 
mal to the long axis thereof with the opposite legs of said 
members extending upward through said resilient base 
and disposed outwardly along the opposite outermost 
grooves, the legs of said U-shaped strap members each 
having a perforation therein, said clamps having spaced 
perforations along their length, the perforations in said 
legs and clamps being aligned with each other, remov 

6 
ably secured rods extending through the cooperating per 
Íorations in said legs and clamps to anchor said bristles 
to said base, and the underside of said base being pro 
vided with a series of cavities for causing a suction grip 
to secure the mat against shifting. 
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